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< br / > positioning in retro style onitsuka tiger, this season to birth the 30th anniversary of the Colorado Eighty-Five is modeled and
released a new "Tokyo designer" joint projects. Including joint color to create this from the FACETASM, designer Ochiai macro
leading, both sides used red and blue suede piecing constitute the body of the shoe, assisted with position of plaid and national
patterns to create Japan texture and perfect highlight the seasons in the spring and summer of 2015 poetry. Currently this shoe has
been purchased by Jam Socialism Dover and Street Market Japan Slam, priced at $$131. (Editor: YOYO)
China Shoes News Network September 10 Olympic sports (01968) plans IPO this month. CEO Xu Zhihua said the company was
held in the spring of 2010 orders in June, the number of orders-on-year double-digit growth, while the company only a slight price
increase of 2-3%Peak will be held on September 18 Ordering summer of next year will be. 
Pick in 1988, its name from the English "PEAK" transliteration from, "PEAK" mountain symbol of Britain, the metaphorical self-
challenge and continue to climb the peak of the spirit. Pick now in China has more than 5,600 retail stores, but they are run by non-
Olympic themselves. Zhi-Hua Xu said Pick the next three years will increase every year 1000 retail stores, mainly in the second and
third tier cities, which will include some of the flagship store. He said the first half of this year, the Olympic double-digit same-store
sales growth, the future sure to maintain double-digit growth. 
He said that currently about 40% of Olympic footwear and apparel products is about 10% of its own production, hope for the future
product half its own production, and footwear and apparel products now each turnover half of the footwear, basketball shoes
accounted for 30 percent, he said, the overall product gross margin was 38-40%, of which there are more players signature shoe as
high as 50%. Xu Zhihua refers to its last annual fee equivalent to approximately 10% of sales, but this year since its listing fee, it will
be increased to 12%. 
market sources, the Olympic official Recommend this Friday, this month offering 16-21, 22 pricing, 29 listed, raising $ 200 million
(1.56 billion yuan). According to the sales document refers, Peak 06,07 and 08 year earnings were 85.5 million, 165.9 million and
375.9 million yuan, to market integrated forecasting, Pick 09 years no less than 613 million yuan profit. Arrangers including Credit
Suisse and CCBI.
< p > recently, nike air yeezy 2 official exposure of black and grey wolf two color of the details of the plan, this pair of personally
designed by hip hop superstar Kanye West shoes has been hanging enough people's appetite. Nike air yeezy 2 source of inspiration
for the design in ancient Egyptian mythology, the tongue printed shoes the mother name abbreviation hieroglyphs A.Y.Z., eagle
design is to the sun god and the pyramid shape as the prototype and build. The biggest feature is upper Python leather texture and
followed by continuous shaped corrugated, soft scrub mixed material of the shoe body is tie-in, comfort and ventilation perfect
binding. Now officially confirmed the final sale date for June 9th, these two colors will be available for sale, interested friends do a
good job of preparing the night brigade. Source: 
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